Error estimates are derived for a class of Galerkin methods for a quasilinear parabolic equation. In these Galerkin methods, both continuous and discrete in time, the nonlinear coefficient in the differential equation is interpolated into a finite-dimensional function space in order to compute the integrals involved. Asymptotic error estimates of optimal order are produced.
Introduction. In order to use Galerkin methods for parabolic problems, it is necessary to compute large numbers of integrals involving the coefficients in the differential equation. An efficient and practically successful method of approximating these integrals is to interpolate or project the coefficients and evaluate the integrals by formula. It is possible to show, for a rather general collection of approximation schemes, that the resulting approximate solution is essentially as good as if the integrals had been evaluated exactly.
These procedures are particularly useful on nonlinear parabolic problems in which we have used a Galerkin-type procedure in the space variables and have discretized the time variable. For these procedures, it is necessary to reform the matrices at every time step; the matrix elements are the integrals referred to above. The effect of this is that much of the computation time is spent forming matrices. Hence, economies in the formation of the matrices have a very important effect on the total cost of the computation.
We present here several error estimates for approximations of the solution of a particular nonlinear parabolic problem. In the process of proving these estimates, we develop some approximation theory which may be useful in producing similar estimates for other problems.
In Section 1, we illustrate how to handle a very simple, specific example. In Section 2, we define the principal differential problem and present several error estimates under abstract hypotheses on the approximation scheme to be used for the coefficients.
In Section 3, we develop examples of function spaces and interpolation methods which satisfy the abstract hypotheses of Section 2. Finally, in Section 4, we state some specific applications of the results of Sections 2 and 3. where (f,g) = /, /*</*, t/"+1/2 = %(Un+i + Un) and ¡>tUn+1/2 = (t/"+1 -í/")/Aí" + 1.
The function En + l,2 is a prediction of fn +t,2 and is given by The function íT(x, Z), for any Z G M, is to be an approximation of a(x, Z); the detailed construction of 2" will be discussed later. A convenient basis for M is the set {V¡)J=q i, chosen so that for all / and / between
Oand N (1.5) F2,.(x/) = V2i+1(xf) = Si;., V'2iix,) = V2t+l(x¡) = 0, where Sf. is the Kronecker delta. The functions V2i and F2l + 1 are the "value" and "slope" functions at the knot x¡. Note that, with this basis, it is easy to construct the Hermite cubic interpolant of a differentiable function; we could, for example, define where G¡ = GL¡ + GR¡ with GL0 = GRN = 0; the formulas for GL¡, GR¡, and H¡ will be given after the description of 'a.
For (V6M,we shall define ai(x, W) by first defining a (x, RO and then modifying
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use â(x, W), if necessary, to insure that a'ix, W) is bounded above and below by 3ax/2 and a0/2, respectively. The functions a. and "a will be cubic polynomials on each /.. The function <?(x, W) can be defined by taking
(1 1 VL, = «(*/-,, W(xh!)), VR, = aixj, WiXj)), SLj = idldxMx, »0X*/-i). SRj = id/dxXa(x, WOX*,), where these four numbers give the values and slopes of â(x, W) at the left and right ends of/-; in this case, à is the Hermite cubic interpolant of a(x, W). Another reasonable choice for a is to take VL-and VR as above and choose SX-and SR such that a(x, W)
interpolates a(x, W) at the two points &0e,_| + x) ± oft-, where 0 < 0 < x/£; in this case, Six, W) is just the cubic Lagrange interpolant of a(x, W) using the four points x,_., Oty-i + Xj) ± ö/i.-, X-. This second technique gives a better approximation to a(x, W7) and can be more or less work to produce than the Hermite interpolant, depending on the form of the function a(x, r). There are many other useful ways in which we could choose a, and some of them will be discussed in Section 3.
The function a'ix, W) can be obtained from i(x, W) as follows. Let a = min {Fly, VRj} > aQ. If \SL¡\ > y = a/Ay, then change SL¡ to be such that \SL¡\ = y and its sign is unchanged. Similarly, if |SR.| > y, multiply it by yl\SR¡\. With« defined in this fashion, we know that a0/2 < a/2 < a (x, W) < a/2 + max {Fly, FR;-} < Sttj/2, x G /;.
Thus, to produce a from a, we simply check the size of SLj and SRj and replace them if they are too large. With a'ix, W) defined on L by VL, VR, SL, SR, we can give the formulas for Hj, GRj_., and GLf. Let It is possible to show that if a(x, u) and u are sufficiently smooth and Atk + jAtk is bounded, then there is a C, independent of the h.'s and Atks such that
This estimate is of the same form as we would expect if the integrals had been evaluated exactly.
2. Procedures and Estimates. In this section, we shall demonstrate several error estimates for approximate solutions of the following parabolic problem:
where Í2 is a bounded domain in Rp with boundary 3S2, p < 3, and b/dv is outward normal differentiation on 9Í2, and the function c(x, r) is such that there are positive constants a0 and aj such that for all (x, r) G £2 x R, 0 < a0 < a(x, r) < at. The error estimates presented here are abstractions and slight improvements of those of the authors [6] and of Wheeler [11] .
We shall assume that «(x, f) is a solution of the weak form of (2.1) [8] in the sense that for each time (2.1') ibulbt, V) + (a(u)Vu, VF) = 0, for all v in the Sobolev space //'(Í2), where (/, g) is the L2(£2) inner product, and we have suppressed writing the x argument of a(x, u). If u and 9Í2 are smooth, then u is a solution of (2.1) if and only if it is a solution of (2.1'), provided of course that the initial values coincide.
In each of the procedures that we consider for approximating the solution of (2.1), we shall use two spaces M and /V of functions defined on SI. The space M will be a finite-dimensional subspace of //!(£2), and the approximate solution will be an element of M for each time. The space W will be a subspace of ¿°°(Í2), and an element of W will be used to approximate the coefficient a at each time. Assume that there is a map a: M -»■ /V, such that for all W G M (2.2) a0/2<2W(*)<3a,/2. A discrete-time Galerkin approximation of the solution of (2.1) is a sequence {t/"}^L0 in M, where Un is to approximate «(•, tn) and 0 = t0 <tx <• • • < tM -T. The sequence {Un}M=0 will then be required to satisfy an approximation to (2.3) of the form (2.4) ibtUn + ll2,V) + iaiEn+i¡2iU))VUn+ll2,W) = 0, FGM,0<«<M,
where Ar" = i"-?"_!, afr"+1/2 =(r"+1 -rn)iAtn+1)-1, rn+l/2 = %rn + . + rn)
and En + 1,2iU) is an approximation of Un + i,2. The function En + l,2iU) will be taken to depend on a certain number of Uks with k < n + 1. Note that if we take then for n > 1, (2.4) defines {£/"} in terms of a sequence of linear algebraic equations that are second-order correct (in Ar") approximations of (2.3). In practice, we might replace the first step of (2.4) by a predictor-corrector procedure and employ (2.6) or (2.7) thereafter, as was indicated by the example of Section 1. This additional complication can be treated by arguments similar to those in [6] , [11] , but will not be discussed here.
In both the continuous and discrete time cases, we shall present bounds for the error in the "natural" or "energy" norm and in the ¿2(i2)-norm. In the special case, X = R,we shall use the usual notation ||0|| , , and in the case,
We shall assume that the solution « of (2.1 ) has a uniformly bounded gradient.
Also, we shall assume that the solution u and the mapping ai are such that there exist a The relations (2.2) and (2.11) are all that we assume about the approximation process for <z(x, u); these two assumptions allow estimates to be derived by methods that are very close to those of [6] and [11] . First, we shall estimate the error of the continuous-time Galerkin approximation in the "natural norm" for this problem.
Theorem 2.1. There is a constant C, depending only on a0, al,
and T, such that if U is the solution of (2.3) and u is the solution of (2.1 ), then will be used to derive ¿2 error bounds.
Theorem 2.2. There is a constant C, depending only on a0,a1, L, IIVW||L<x,(Lo<,,, and T, where W is defined by (2.17), such that if u and U are the solutions o/(2.1') and (2.3), respectively, then, with f = u -U and r¡ = u -W, (2.18)
Proof. Note that, from the definition of W and 17,
Letting û= U-W and using (2.19), we see that for 
LHH-i) + mL2(o,r]-
The triangle inequality then implies the conclusion (2.18).
Asymptotic error estimates are easily obtained from Theorem 2.2 provided one can demonstrate uniform boundedness of VIV; one way this can be done is by using socalled inverse assumptions [11] . In order to derive estimates for the discrete time procedures, we need some assumptions on the functions En+l,2iU). Each En+1,2iU) will be assumed to be defined by a function, which we shall also call En+l,2,of Un+l, Un, Un_l, Un _ 2 ; in the cases El,2 and E3/2, we of course assume there is no dependence on U_. and U_2. It will be assumed that the rules which define the En+l,2s are such that there is a constant Kl such that, for any permitted partition {/"}^L0 of [0, T] and any Fj,* • • , F4,Z1,
The functions En + l,2 will also be assumed to be second-order correct in the sense that there is a constant K2 independent of the partition {tn}^=0 such that, if ||32w/3í2|| 2 2 <°°.
(2.24)
where t*_2 = max{0, tn_2] and At = max{Atn + 1, Atn, Atn_.}. Note that (2.23) is always satisfied by En + 1,2 defined by (2.5) with Kj = xh, but that we need Atn+l/Atn bounded to get (2.23) for En+i/2 defined by (2.6) or (2.7). The relation (2.24) is satisfied by each of the examples of En +1/2. In order to simplify the analysis, we shall consider only the case of uniform time steps; i.e., take t = nAt, where Ar = T/M. The function a(x, r) will be assumed to have uniformly bounded first and second derivatives with respect to r. Take L of (2.11) large enough to bound |3a(x,r)/3r|, and let I. bound |32a(x, r)/br2\. In addition, we shall assume that the solution u of the differential problem is such that (2.25) 
;(H3fT7w+i/2ILi +HP«ll-i)ll^+i/2lli +H^IIHV0" + i/2ll
+ f<*illV7,n+1/2IIIIV0" + 1/2ll -^ollV0M+1/2ll2 +Cbfr?n+1/2II2_1 +IIP"IIÍ, +IM2 (2.33)
The discrete analogue of Gronwall's inequality implies that there exist t0> 0 and C, depending only on the permitted quantities, such that for 0 < Ar < t0,
Note that since 3(T7n+1/2 is the average of bri/bt on [r", rn+1], (2.34) ^huH-^^^^LHH^y Using (2.34) in (2.33), applying the triangle inequality, and taking the infimum over all possible Z's gives the conclusion.
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In order to get results that will be used to give ¿2-norm estimates, we shall again compare the parabolic approximation with the solution of the elliptic problem (2.17). 3-where y depends on Lp K2, the norms of u in (2.25), and the parameters listed above. Proof. Let 0 = U-W. Then, from (2.4) and the average of (2.1') at r" and tn +., we see that for F G M (9A+i/2.n + (^"+1/2)V0"+1/2,VF)
where En+1¡2 = En + l/2iU) and <2-37) ^^(ILi/.-^-^ax^1^--^-^^^-Note that we can replace the term containing V*? by using (2.19) just as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Next note that
The first term in the right-hand side of (2.38) is treated as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.
The second term is bounded as The above relations, used with (2.36) with F = 0"+ ,/2, give the conclusion just as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Construction of ?(£/)
. In this section, we shall present several examples of triples (M, W, a") where the map "a: M -* M satisfies (2.2) and (2.11). We shall be particularly interested in sequences of such triples for which L of (2.11) is bounded and the norm of 9 tends to zero. The map a' will be constructed in two steps. We shall first study a map a: M -*■ W which satisfies (2.11) but which may fail to satisfy (2.2).
The map a will then be constructed using a. There are two reasons for studying a independently of ~a. The map à is useful by itself in situations where (2.2) is not needed; this would be the case for the numerical quadratures of a term /(x, t, u) added to the right-hand side of (2.1). Also, if certain "inverse assumptions" hold on M and M, then â~iW) = âiW) for the functions W in which we are interested, though not necessarily for all WGM.
The function âiW) will be the projection into W of a(x, W) using an inner product ( , ))j. The choice of reasonable inner products is quite large and, by varying M and ( , )p, we can, for example, make âiW) a pointwise least-squares fit, a Lagrange or Hermite interpolant or a smooth-spline-type interpolant. The interpolation schemes so constructed can be local or global in character, as is convenient.
Suppose that an inner product ( , )p is defined on a class of functions which contains M U ¡M U {ai • , u): 0 < r < T} U a( • , M), where w(x, t) is the solution of (2.1) and assume that ( , L defines a norm || |L on W-Then define S(W) for W G M to be such that aiW) G W and where Tj is the linear part of T, and \T¡\ is the absolute value of det^'). In (3.16), if (e, b) G £>fc. is such that e E bSk, use the continuous extensions of/and g to TASk.) to evaluate fiTe) and giTe). Note, in particular, that ( , )p is defined on W. Henceforth, we shall ignore the technicality of how fiTe) is evaluated on 3(T(5fe.)).) We shall take McNn//1 (£2) and M = W. For general W, M may not be a good space with which to approximate functions in Hli^l), and it is not essential that the choice M C W be made. However, for many special cases of importance in practice, such as the /Vfc's being certain classes of polynomials, the spaces M can have nice approximation properties. Notice in particular that y0 and 7, are independent of the sets a-and the maps T¡.
Proof. We know that 70 k and yx k, as defined in (3.18), exist since, on the finitedimensional vector space Uk, the norms ll/%., H/%2(c y H/%2fß \ are equivalent.
For any / G L2iof), let r(y) = f{Tfy) for y G Ty. Then f f2ix)dx = / r%Tx)dx = |r/| / r^Tx^T'ldx (3.19) ; ' ' = i7}'i/r/ r2(y)dyThus, if/G W, and therefore /• G Wfc-, we see that is bounded above and below by 71^-and l/7o,k-, respectively. The conclusion follows. We now need to consider the infimum in (3.4). In order to produce bounds for this infimum, we shall make some approximation assumptions on the spaces hlk and a weak smoothness assumption on il. The spaces Uk will be assumed to include all polynomials of degree less than m > 3 and the sets Bk will be assumed to be the closures of domains having the restricted cone property. It then follows from a result of Bramble and Hubert [3] that there is a constant CBH such that if FG//m(5fc) where \E is the characteristic function of the set E. We shall assume that u and a(x,«) are such that for each t, u and a(x, u) belong to //m(£2). Lemma 3.4. There is a constant C, depending on CBH, C and ||Emll but independent of the triangulation J, such that with dit) defined by (3.4) maxlir/llj tll"llL2(/im) + ll«(")HL2(//m)]. It is also the case that the argument leading to Lemma 3.4 can be used almost unchanged to prove an analogue in this case; since the statement of this lemma is exactly the same as Lemma 3.4, it will not be repeated.
The 72 of Lemma 3.1 cannot, in general, be taken to be the Lipschitz constant for a. Thus, from (3.35) and (3.36), we see that there is a y., independent of h, such that (3.37) II011 <7,H0llp, 0GW. Proof. All that is needed is a local interpolation process which reproduces cubic polynomials; if we have such a process, the proof is an easy application of the BrambleHilbert lemma [3] . Such a process can be defined as follows. Let J: C2(£2) -*-M be such that (i) forO <k, 3k + 3 </ (F -JF)(/)(xy) = 0, 0 < / < 2, / = 3k, 3k + 3, (3.39) 00 for 0 < 3k < J, 3k + 3 > J,
It is easily checked that (3.39) uniquely defines a C2 piecewise cubic on the intervals fro' *3)> (.x3>x6)> etc-> 't is clear that these fit together in a C2 fashion to give an element of M.
The lemma now follows by an argument that is very similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4.
Construction of ~a from a. We shall now consider techniques which we can use to modify the i's produced in Examples 1-4 to obtain ^'s which satisfy (2.2) as well as (2.11). Two ways of constructing 'S will be discussed in some detail. The first is a License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use theoretical construction that would be difficult to implement computationally but which is easily described and analyzed. The purpose of this construction is to point out that, in many realistic situations, the map ~a can be taken to be a on the functions with which we deal. The second construction is a crude modification of a on those regions in which the function aiW) is so rough that we cannot be assured that â(lV) is an approximation satisfying (2.2). This procedure can be easily implemented computationally; however, it seems unlikely that these "corrections" will be needed in practice if we are computing reasonable approximations to the smooth solution u of the differential problem.
The most straightforward, conceptually at least, construction of ~a is to define (3.40) «W(*)
Because of the hypothesis that a0 < a(x, r) < a. for all r, we know that for any IV G M and (x, 0 G £2 x [0, 7"] |a(H0(x) -fr(x, u(x, 0)1 < I« WOO ~ «(*> "(*> 0)1-Thus, if (2.11) has been proved for a, we know (2.11) holds for H with the same L and 0. The H may not now be in the space W used for a; however, it is in Z,°°(£2) and satisfies (2.2) and (2.11). Since this map a" satisfies the hypothesis of Section 2, we can use the results there to yield error estimates. These error estimates can be used in turn, with a detailed consideration of a, to show that if u and aix, u) are sufficiently smooth, then we may use a' = a in (2.3) and (2.4). This will be done in Section 4 for certain special choices of M, N, «. In particular, we shall show in Example 4 of this section, that, for h and At sufficiently small, we may use 7Í = a in (2.4).
We shall describe the second technique for constructing ¿T from a in the context of Example 2. We shall then indicate the applicability of this technique in other settings and indicate some variants that may be easier to use in certain cases.
After constructing 5(M/), we examine it on each set a-and either accept it as ÏÏiW) or replace it by a constant approximation to a(W). The most natural test to make would be to see if âiW) satisfies (2.2), but this would be difficult in many cases because finding the maximum and minimum of a is a nontrivial problem in all but the simplest examples.
We can, however, easily measure the ftfe.-norm of the difference between •7'*«(H/) and the best constant approximation to it. If this norm is sufficiently small, then we know that (2.2) is satisfied; otherwise, the constant we compared with is an approximation on a-to aix, «(x, 0) that is about as good as aiW) and has the advantage of satisfying (2.2). The detailed construction of a* is as follows. Thus, for lir'll sufficiently small, we see that (3.44) ll«(«) -«WH22i" . > HKdka0/y0)2\T¡\.
But, since a*iW) is between a0 and ax, we see that The above goes through almost unchanged in the case of Example 3. The only change is that || ||pfc and ( , )^fc are modified to include the derivative terms.
In the above construction, the choice of the || ||Pfc-norm is not essential. We could have used the ¿2(r)-norm, for example. Nor is the choice of a* as a piecewise constant essential; what is needed for a* is something in ¡T*Mk that lies between a0 and al. Both of these points are illustrated in Section 1. In that case, we took a*(IV) to be the function which interpolated the values of a(IV) and had zero slope at the knots, and we used the norm on #(1V) -a*iW) = g to be the maximum of g' at each end of the subinterval. In that case, we also chose a different replacement for â than a*. of Section 3 will be discussed. Next a special case of Example 2 will be presented.
In looking at asymptotic estimates, the following definition will be useful [5] . A family {¡Mh}0<h<1 of finite-dimensional subspaces of Z/1 (Í2) is an Sh m family if there is a constant C such that for all V G Hsi£l) with 1 < s < m ( 4 1) inf (IIF-xll+/îllF-xll1)<C/ii||F||r xeMft The elliptic error estimates we shall develop here are very similar to others which can be found in the literature [9] , [10] , [7] , [4] ; however, the previous results are not in quite the form needed here. Elliptic regularity is crucial in deriving these results. For the necessary regularity to hold, it is sufficient that all the second derivatives of a(x, m(x, r)) be bounded in £2 x [0, T] and that 3 £2 be a C3, (p -1 )-dimensional manifold regularly imbedded in Rp. We shall assume throughout this section that these conditions hold.
However, it should be noted that certain corners can be tolerated; in particular, if £2 is a rectangular parallelepiped, the elliptic regularity we use is still valid. In the special case of p = 1 and £2 a bounded interval, the regularity is trivial. The result (4.2) follows easily from (4.7) and (4.12).
We are now ready to produce asymptotic error estimates for Example 4 of Section 3. Let the space M of (3.33) be Uh for h = l/J, J = 2, 3, • • •. It is well known that this gives a Sh 4 family; this can be seen easily using J of (3.39) and the Peano kernel theorem. It is also easily checked that there is a constant C such that, if F G 7/s(£2) with 2 < s < 4, then, for 2 < p < °° and / = 0, 1,
Let u be the solution of (2.1') and take IV to be defined by (2.17). In order to w*h-m < m -3u)A-w + ll(" -Ju)*h~m + ^"x-fli) < Cih-"2\\iW -Ju)xW + /*1/2II"II2) + ll«*llL-(n) (4.14)
Thus, if m G L°°(//2), we see that Wx is uniformly bounded. Hence, we obtain the following theorem from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.7. <C[\\U-u\\ +11"-JOOII+IUGO-kILJ <C7i4.
The second term is estimated as
From these estimates, it is clear that (4.16) holds, for h sufficiently small.
We also have the following result for the discrete-time Galerkin approximation. Note that if we take h and Ai to zero in such a fashion that /z_1/,2(Ar)2 goes to zero, then aiUn) = a(i/n), for h and Ar sufficiently small. In particular, this holds if the natural choice Ai « h2 is used.
In order to illustrate possible applications of Example 2 of Section 3, we shall derive asymptotic error estimates for a family of spaces which are built from piecewise polynomials on triangulations of a bounded domain £2 C R2. is taken to be bounded independently of h; with our assumption that 3£2 is C3, it is clear that, for h sufficiently small, we can choose \ such that NJfj < 2. So that the piecewise polynomial functions on each a-fit together nicely, we assume that, if j. ^j2, ; these points will not all be in £2 unless £2 is convex, but we can use the values at these points of the natural extension of the polynomial on Oi. Let J be the map of C(R2) into M such that V -J V = 0 at each point T-Zk, / = 1,' • ' ,J, k = I,' ' • ,ml. Since 3£2 is smooth, £2 has the restricted cone property and we can apply an argument very similar to the one used to prove Lemma 3.4 to show that this family of spaces M = Mh is a Sh m family. In particular, if m > s > 2, 0 G 77î(£2) and 0 = Es0 G HsiR2) is the extension discussed in Example 2, we see that (4.23) 110 -J0II + ft||0 -Jflli < CVII0H,.
This result is a straightforward application of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma and change of variables; the fact that lir'HILT'll is bounded independently of h and / is used in estimating the error in the derivatives. It then follows from Lemma 9 of [2] that (4.1) holds. We shall also use the easily checked result that, for 3 < s < m and 0~ = E^0, «~ from a in Section 3. I.e., a"(F) is either a(V) on o-or is a*(F) on Oy, where a* is defined by (3.41), the choice being based on the truth or falsity of inequality (3.42).
Note that, in order to use the schemes (2.3) and (2.4), it is necessary to be able to compute integrals of the form (â~([/)Fy, Vf), where V¡ and F-are basis functions for M. In the interior of the region, this can be done exactly (up to rounding error). However, at the boundary, it will be necessary to build accurate approximations of integrals of the form (F7F-VF(.) where the Fz's are basis functions for hi. These are computed once a problem rather than once a time step. Thus, construction of these approximations is not extremely time consuming, even for very accurate approximations. We shall not consider here the effect of the errors made in constructing these integrals.
From Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.4, we obtain the following theorem. is finite. Let <70(x) = IV(x, 0) arifi let U be defined by (2.3). Then there is a constant C, independent of h, such that (4.27) \\u-U\\L"{L2)<Chm.
A computation that parallels that of (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) shows that, for h sufficiently small, (4.28) S(U) = a{U).
The analogous discrete-time result follows from Theorem 2.4. 
